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Introduction 

Background 
Each MC software product consists of at least one mandatory module, called Base module, and 
possible optional modules.  

Base module has special importance, since it provides those functions and features, which are 
common to optional modules. Base module is always needed in the installation. A MC product 
may have only the Base module.  

Each module is delivered as a separate software package. The packages are available on 
Manycom’s HTTP and FTP server sites, and can be downloaded correspondingly with a standard 
HTTP browser or FTP client at any time. Manycom’s HTTP and FTP servers are usually always (7 
days / 24 hours) active. 

If downloading is not possible for you, you can also request Manycom to send the packages as 
email attachments. 

Technically, each package is an OS/400 or i5/OS save file containing objects, which belong to the 
named module.  

There are full packages, which can be used for the first installation and ‘full update’ of the module, 
and partial packages, which can be used for updating from the previous versions to the latest 
version level of the module.  

The size of the biggest full package, MCM Base module, is about 13 MB. Typical size of a full 
package is 1-4 MB. Size of a partial package is typically some hundreds of kBytes. If you have a 
wide band Internet connection, it takes typically only a few minutes to download the biggest 
package.  
 
The OS/400 version levels of the save files are V4R1, which means that the packages and they 
contents are in this respect valid for practically any OS/400 or i5/OS environment.  

Note: MCM FTPCA module allows using the SSL (Secured Socket Layer) feature available with 
the OS/400 and i5/OS V5R2, or higher. For using the SSL feature, you need to download the 
following package: mcm-ftpca-partial-SSL Support-Rel2.savf. This package can be downloaded 
and installed only in the V5R2 or higher environments. 

The packages must be installed and updated using the provided Manycom Products Installation 
program, MCPRDINST. 

Download site’s structure 
The following figure shows the structure of the Manycom HTTP and FTP download sites: 
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Figure: Manycom’s download site’s structure 

Manycom’s product development and maintenance policy 
Manycom uses dynamic product development and maintenance policy, where errors of a module 
are fixed, and changes and new features of the module are implemented always on the latest 
version of the module, only.  

When a fix, change, or new feature of a module has been tested and approved, a new version of 
the module is released on the sites from time to time, or when needed. When released, the 
previous version of the module is always removed at the same time.    

If a change in one module requires a change or changes in another module, new versions of the 
modules are generated and released and previous versions removed at the same time in order to 
keep the latest released versions of the modules always compatible with each other.  

Therefore, only the latest released versions of the modules are available on Manycom sites at all 
times, and these latest released versions (software packages) of the modules are always 
compatible with each other. 

Note: MC products do not have named version levels. Instead, each module has an individual, 
module specific version level. 

Software package types and usage 
There are two types of software packages available for each module: Full package and partial 
package(s).  

Full package contains all objects of the module, and can be used for both the first installation and 
‘full’’ update of the module. 

Partial package contains all objects, which have been changed and added to the module after the 
base (first) level of the named earlier version up to the latest changes. There can be several 
partial packages available for a module, but only one for each named earlier version. 

The idea of the partial packages is to minimize the size of the update packages as well as the 
download and update times.  

Consequently, partial packages are for updating existing, installed modules to the latest version 
level of the module.  
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When a new full package of a module is released, new partial packages for the old, named 
versions of the module are also generated and released at the same time, so that the released full 
and partial packages always represent the same, latest version level of the module.  

Full and partial packages contain also a list of the unnecessary objects to remove from the 
previous installed version, so that the disk space usage of the installed modules will stay at 
minimum.  

Naming and version levels of the packages 
The following example shows full and partial packages of the module FTPCA of the product MCM, 
and indicates the format of the package names:   

Name                                                            Last modified      Size 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ ------ 

mcm-ftpca-full-to-V2R1M0-P1050218.savf  18-Feb-2005 17:48 4.0M 

mcm-ftpca-partial-from-V1R0M0-to-V2R1M0-P1050218.savf  18-Feb-2005 17:48 1.4M 
 

The first part of the name shows the product, and the second part shows the module.  

Third part of the name shows the package type (full or partial).  

The rest of the name consists of the from-version value (for partial type packages only) and to-
version level value (for partial and full packages). Version values are indicated in the following 
format:    

from-VnRnMn-to-VnRnMn-Pcyymmdd, 
  

where  
 
from-VnRnMn = from-version value (base level)   
 
to-VnRnMn-Pcyymmdd  = to-version value, indicating the version level of the module  
 

where  
 
VnRnMn   = version of the module,   
Pcyymmdd   = level of the version, 
 
where  
 
P  = constant 
c  = packaging date century (1=1st of the millennium)  
yymmdd  = packaging date.   
 

For example: The above shown partial package can be used for updating the existing, installed 
versions of MCM FTPCA, which are on the version level V1R0M0 base, or newer. After updating, 
the module will be on the latest version level, here V2R1M0-P1050218.     

 

Last modified (if shown) tells the operating system’s date attribute for the file.   

Size of the package, in this example 4.0 MB for the full and 1.4 MB for the partial package, helps 
estimating the time needed for download. Download takes normally no more than a few minutes 
per module.  
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How to find and compare the version levels  
Suppose you have already installed the Manycom Products Installation program, MCPRDINST, 
and some of the Manycom products. 

You can see the version levels of the installed modules of the products with MCPRDINST in the 
following way:   

Enter the command MC or MCPRD. The following MC Products main menu appears: 

 

 
 

Select the product with the option 5=Installing.  

The next screen (List of products) shows on the left upper corner the version level of MCPRDINST 
itself, and on the list entries the version levels of the installed modules: 

 

 
 

Note: If there is no version level of MCPRDINST in the left upper corner, you need to download 
and update your MCPRDINST (previously called MCPDMNT).   
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You can now compare these version levels with the levels of the related software packages on the 
HTTP or FTP site. The sites are physically the same site, i.e. show always the same version 
levels. 

What packages to download, install and update 
The product is regarded as ‘installed’, if the mandatory Base module of the product exists, i.e. 
installed.  

First installation of the product 
When the mandatory Base module does not exist in your system, you need to download and 
install first the Base module, and then the desired optional modules.  

All modules are available only as the latest released versions. Proceed as follows:    

Download the full package of the mandatory Base module 

Download the full packages of the desired optional modules.  

Install the Base module first. 

Install the other modules in any order. 

Updating or adding a module to an existing installation 
When the mandatory Base module and possibly some optional modules have been previously 
installed and exist in the system, you can update existing modules and install (add) new modules 
without loosing the existing customer settings and data. 

When you add a new module or update an existing module, you must – in order to keep all 
modules compatible with each other - update also every existing module, if there is a newer 
version available for the module on the site!  

New modules are added to an existing installation always as their latest versions, i.e. with the 
latest full packages. Accordingly, the already installed modules are always updated to their latest 
versions (with the partial or full packages). 

The partial and full packages of a module are always kept on the site on the same level, i.e. their 
‘to-version’ values are the same.  

In practise, proceed as follows:  

If there is a Base module’s partial package available, which has newer to-version value AND at 
least as old from-version value than in your currently installed Base module, download the partial 
package;  
 
OTHERWISE, if there is a full package, which has newer to-version value than in your currently 
installed Base module, download this full package;  
 
OTHERWISE, since there is no newer package for the Base module, there is no need to 
download or update the Base module. 

For every already installed optional module, act accordingly to what is described above for the 
Base module.  

For every new module to add, download the full package of the module.  

Update the Base module with MCPRDINST. 
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Update the existing optional modules, in any order, with MCPRDINST. 

Install (add) the new modules, in any order, with MCPRDINST. 

Note: The full package of the module can be used for installing, but also for updating any version 
level of the module to the latest version level. However, it is recommended to use the appropriate 
partial package, if available.     

In practise, when you update or add a module, check always if there are new versions available 
for your other existing modules, too, and if there are, download and update those modules, too.  

Example 

If you are going to update the MCM Email module, and there is a newer version available for the 
MCM Base module, too, you need to update first the MCM Base module, and then the Email 
module.  

Furthermore, since the MCM Base module is updated, you need to update also those other 
installed MCM modules, which have new versions available. This is because the MCM Base 
module interacts with every optional module of the product, and the modules must be kept 
compatible at all times. 

Restoring to the previous version level 
When updating a module with the Manycom Products Installation program, MCPRDINST, it 
always saves backup copies of those objects, which are changed, replaced or deleted during the 
update process, to a module specific backup library.  

MCPRDINST has an option to restore these backup objects thus allowing returning the modules to 
the version levels that were in use before the last update.   

Notice, that in order to be sure that compatibility is retained between the modules, you have to 
restore all updated modules.   

For more information, see the MCPRDINST manual. 

Manycom Products Installation program, MCPRDINST 
Manycom products, i.e. their modules, must be installed and updated with the latest released 
version of the special installation program, MCPRDINST. This program is available as a software 
package on Manycom’s HTTP and FTP sites.  

For finding the proper package to download, select from the MC product list the product directory 
‘mcprdinst/’, select then the module directory ‘installer/’, and download the latest full package of 
MCPRDINST. Normally, there should be only one full package (and no partial packages) available 
for this program. 

The following figure shows an example about how the package is named on the Manycom HTTP 
and FTP sites:  
 

Name                                                            Last modified      Size 
---------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ ------- 

mcprdinst-installer-full-to-V1R1M0-P1040507.savf  07-May-2004 16:13 1.3M  
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First download and installation of MCPRDINST 
If this is the very first installation of a MC product in this logical system (partition), and you do not 
yet have the installation program, download the latest full package, and install it.  

When to update MCPRDINST 
If you have already installed MC products previously so that you already have this installation 
program, you need to find out its version level in order to decide, if you have to update the 
program!  

In order to check the current version level, run the command MC or MCPRD, and select any of the 
MC products on the product list with option 5=Installing.  

The next screen, List of products, shows - not only the installed modules of the products and their 
version levels - but also: 

1. On the left upper corner, the version level of MCPRDINST itself, if you have version 
V1R1M0-P1040229 or newer, or 

2. On the second line of the screen, the version level of MCPRDINST itself, if you have 
enough new version level, or 

3. If you do not see any version level of MCPRDINST as described above, you need to 
update the program anyway.  

Notice that, you can always update the program with the full package anyway - just for sure! 

Note: If you use too old MCPRDINST version for installing or updating MC product modules, it 
may cause unpredictable results. Before you start to install or update MC products, always check 
that you have the latest version of MCPRDINST.  

How to install, update and use MCPRDINST 
In order to learn more about how to install and update MCPRDINST, and how to use MCPRDINST 
for installing and updating MC products, see the MCPRDINST part of this manual.   

Delivery options of the software packages 
There are five ways to acquire MC software packages (save files):  

1. Download the packages with your OS/400 FTP client, and save the packages as save files 
directly in a library of your system.  
 
If your firewall allows FTP download from Manycom’s FTP server, this is the most convenient 
and thus most recommended way to get the software packages directly into your OS/400 
library.  
 
Manycom recommends you to change, if needed, your firewall settings so that you can 
retrieve software packages from Manycom’s FTP server. 
 
In order to test (without downloading anything), if the FTP connection and download is 
possible and works for you, run the options 1-7 described in the chapter FTP download with 
the OS/400 FTP client (Download in detail) in the FTP download part of this document.  
 

2. Download the packages with your PC FTP client, for instance with the DOS FTP client 
included in all Windows 98 and newer systems, save the packages as files on your PC’s disk, 
and upload the files then with FTP to your OS/400 or i5/OS FTP server saving the files as 
save files into a library. You could also use CA/400 file transfer or virtual disk feature for 
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uploading, if FTP upload from PC is not allowed for you.  
 
In order to test (without downloading anything), if the FTP connection and download is 
possible and works for you, run the options 1-7 described in the chapter FTP download with a 
PC FTP client (Download in detail) in the FTP download part of this document.  

 
3. Download the packages with your PC HTTP browser from Manycom’s HTTP server saving the 

packages as files on your PC’s disk, and upload the files then as explained in option 2.  
 
4. Request Manycom to send the packages and the installation instructions that you are 

interested in by email to your email box. Notice, that the size of the biggest package, MCM 
Base, is about 13 MB. This would cause a problem with a typical 10 MB mailbox. You can then 
save the files on your PC’s disk, and upload the files then as explained in option 2.  
 
Note: In options 2, 3, and 4, upload from PC to OS/400 or i5/OS is needed, and it is a similar 
process in all options. You can find detailed upload instructions in a separate part of this 
manual.  

 
5. Manycom can in some situations deliver the packages (and documents) also on CD-ROM or 

tape.  
 

Recommendation: If your firewall does not allow the recommended FTP download from your 
OS/400 (option 1), and you cannot change the firewall settings, try next the option 3 HTTP 
download with your PC’s browser. HTTP access is usually allowed for PCs in the firewall systems 
of the companies, and is easier to operate than the FTP download with your PC’s FTP client.   

For more detailed instructions, see the next parts of this manual. 
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Summary of the delivery system 

Overview  
The following list gathers the main principles of the MC product delivery system.  

- MC product always consists of the mandatory Base module consisting of objects, which form 
the base of the product or are common to other modules, and possible optional modules. A 
MC product may have only the Base module. 
 

- Accordingly, when you install or update a product, you technically install or update modules of 
the product.  
 

- Consequently, MC products do not have any specific version level identification themselves; 
instead, each module has an individual version level identification.  
 

- Objects of the modules are delivered in software packages. Each software package contains 
objects of only one module.  
   

- There are usually two types of packages available for each module: full packages and partial 
packages. 
 

- There is only one full package available for each module containing all objects of the module 
and corresponding the latest version level of the module. The full package can be used for the 
first installation but also for the ‘full update’ of the module from any version level to the latest 
version level of the module.  
 

- There are usually several partial packages available for each module containing part of the 
objects of the module. Each partial package can be used for updating the module from the 
named earlier version level (*BASE level of the version) to the latest version level of the 
module, as indicated in the name of the package.  
 

- It is recommended to use the appropriate partial package for update, if available. Appropriate 
means that the version level of the package is at least as old as the version level of the 
installed module. If no appropriate partial package is available for update, you need to - and 
you always can - use the ‘oldest’ package, i.e. the full package, for update.  
 

- The available full and partial packages of a module are generated and kept on the site always 
‘in sync’, i.e. on the same to-version level corresponding the latest version level of the module.  
 

- Accordingly, modules of the MC products are always installed as, and existing modules are 
updated to, their latest version levels. Notice that, when new packages are generated and put 
on the site, the old packages are removed, so that there are no full or partial packages 
available at all on the site that could be used for installing or updating the modules to any 
earlier version levels.  
 

- In order to keep the installation (modules) compatible, if any module of a product is updated or 
added, all other modules, included the Base, must be updated, too (to their latest version 
levels).  
 

- All modules must be installed and updated always with the latest version level of the MC 
Products Installation program, MCPRDINST.  
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- Accordingly, always first download MCPRDINST, and install or update the existing 
MCPRDINST to the latest version level, before starting to install or update other software 
packages (modules of the MC products).  
 

- Always, before starting to install or update possible optional modules of the product, install or 
update first the installed mandatory Base module. 
 

- Next, update the possible existing optional modules, and add (install) the possible new 
modules, in any order.  
 

- The HTTP and FTP sites are physically the same (although the URLs are different), which 
means that exactly the same packages are available on both sites at all times. 
 

- The software packages are technically save files. The save files correspond currently the 
OS/400 version level V4R1, which means that they can be installed to practically any current 
OS/400 or i5/OS. 

What to download, install and update 

Recommended download methods 
1. For your convenience, use the OS/400 FTP client for download, if possible.  
2. If FTP download is not possible, use your PC’s HTTP browser for downloading first to 

PC, and then uploading the files to your OS/400 or i5/OS. 
3. For more alternatives and technical information, see the Delivery options chapter and the 

separate FTP download and HTTP download parts.    

Installation of the first MC product 
Proceed in the following order:   

1. Download the latest full package of the Manycom Products Installation program 
MCPRDINST.  

2. Download the latest full package of the mandatory Base module of the product.  
3. Download the latest full packages of the desired optional modules. 
4. Install MCPRDINST first. 
5. Install the mandatory Base module with MCPRDINST. 
6. Install the optional modules, in any order, with MCPRDINST.  

Adding a MC product 
Proceed in the following order:   

1. If the version level of MCPRDINST on the site is newer than the version level of your 
currently installed MCPRDINST, download the latest full package of MCPRDINST for 
update. 

2. Download the latest full package of the mandatory Base module of the product.  
3. Download the latest full packages of the desired optional modules. 
4. Update MCPRDINST first, if there was a new version available. 
5. Install the mandatory Base module with MCPRDINST. 
6. Install the optional modules, in any order, with MCPRDINST. 
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Updating or adding modules to an existing MC product 
1. If the version level of MCPRDINST on the site is newer than the version level of your 

currently installed MCPRDINST, download the latest full package of MCPRDINST for 
update. 

2. If there is a Base module’s partial package available, which has newer to-version value 
AND at least as old from-version value than in your currently installed Base module, 
download the partial package;  
OTHERWISE,  
if there is a full package, which has newer to-version value than in your currently installed 
Base module, download the full package;  
OTHERWISE,  
there is no need to download or update the Base module. 

3. For every already installed optional module, act accordingly to what is described above in 
the previous option for the Base module.  

4. For every new module to add, download the full package of the module. 
5. Update MCPRDINST first, if there was a new version available. 
6. Update the Base module with MCPRDINST, if there was a new version available. 
7. Update the existing optional modules, in any order, with MCPRDINST, if there were new 

versions available. 
8. Install the new optional modules, in any order, with MCPRDINST.  
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HTTP download with a browser 

This part of the manual describes the technical procedure and gives the detailed instructions for 
how to download MC software packages from Manycom’s web site to your PC disk with a HTTP 
(web) browser.  

When you want to know what to download, you should read the Introduction part of the manual, at 
least the chapter Summary of the delivery system.     

If the recommended, more convenient FTP download with the OS/400 FTP client is not possible 
for you, this method is the next recommended way. 

HTTP download method is based on the file transfer technique included in web browsers. You can 
use any of the ‘standard’ web browsers available for PC’s such as MS IE, Netscape, Firefox, or 
Opera.  

When using this method, you connect to the Manycom’s HTTP download service, and download 
the needed software packages (so-called ‘save files’) to your PC disk saving them as PC files.  

After downloading, you need then upload the files to your OS/400 or i5/OS. Upload alternatives 
and processes are described in a separate part of this manual.    

Naturally, your firewall system(s) must allow performing the HTTP connection and download. If 
not, change the settings of the firewall(s), or use the other delivery methods described in the 
chapter Delivery options of the software packages in the Introduction part. 

HTTP site’s directory structure 
Directories and software packages on the FTP site are physically the same as on the HTTP site. 
The site structure is a three level directory tree as depicted in the following figure: 

 
Figure: Manycom’s FTP and HTTP site’s structure 

When you want to know what to download, you should read at least the chapter Summary of the 
delivery system in the Introduction part of the manual. The following HTTP download process 
follows the guidelines of that chapter. 
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HTTP download:  
 

1 Connect to the Manycom’s HTTP download service: 
 
http://www.manycom.fi/swpkg/ 
 
The following Download site of Manycom products appears showing as links directories of the 
various MC products. Notice, that on this list you can also find the Manycom Products 
Installation program, MCPRDINST:   
 
Download site of Manycom products 
 
Abbreviation Product description  
mcdts Manycom DTS  
mcm Manycom Message  
mcprdinst Manycom Products Installation program 
mcst Manycom Socket Tools  
 
 
Name                    Last modified       Size   

 
Parent Directory                              -    
mcdts/                   08-Mar-2005 06:09     -    
mcm/                     08-Mar-2005 06:10     -    
mcprdinst/                08-Mar-2005 06:11     -    
mcst/                    08-Mar-2005 06:10     -    

 
Apache/2.0.48 (iSeries) Server at www.manycom.com Port 80 
 
 
You are now ready to start to download MCPRDINST. 
 
Note: 
If you are sure that you already have the proper (i.e. latest) available version of MCPRDINST, 
skip the next four options, and move to the option 6 to download MC products. Otherwise, 
continue with the next option. 
 

2 Select the link mcprdinst/ in order to download MCPRDINST.  
  
Perform this option, if you are not sure if you already have the latest version level.  
 
MC products must be installed always with the latest available version level of MCPRDINST!  
 
The following link list of the modules of MCPRDINST appears to you: 
 
 
MCPRDINST modules 
 
Name                     Last modified       Size   

 
Parent Directory                              -    
installer/               08-Mar-2005 06:16     -    

 

http://www.manycom.fi/swpkg/
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3 Select the installer (currently the only) module of MCPRDINST. 

 
The following type of display appears showing a list of the available MCPRDINST packages:  
 
 
 
MCPRDINST Installer - software packages 
 
Name                                              
 Last modified       Size   

 
Parent Directory                                                       
  -     
mcprdinst-installer-full-to-V1R1M0-P1040507.savf  07-May-2004 16:13   1.3M   

 
 
 

4 Select the (latest) full package of MCPRDINST Installer for download.  
 
Perform this option if a) this is the very first installation of a MC product in this logical system 
(partition), or b) you already have MCPRDINST, but its version level is not the latest (shown 
above) so that you need to update it.  
 
See the Introduction part of this manual to find out how to check and compare the version 
levels of your existing MCPRDINST and the one available on the site. 
 
If you cannot find out the version level of MCPRDINST, you can, and you should update 
MCPRDINST anyway – just for sure!  
 
Usually, there is only one full, the latest (and no partial) package of MCPRDINST available at 
all times.  
 
When clicking the link, your browser should open the following type of 'save as' dialog box 
automatically on your Windows PC.  
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Select Save to Disk, OK, and then in a new box select or enter the local directory name and 
file name where to save the package. 
 
Recommendation:  
Give a shorter name for the PC file where to save the file to be downloaded, for example 
‘mcprdinst’, or rename it after the download, since you anyway need to use shorter name 
(max. 10 characters) when uploading this file later to an OS/400 or I5/OS library. 
 
When the download starts, it takes at most a few minutes.  
 
When the download ends, you are ready to return to the ‘product level’ in the directory tree in 
order to start download the actual MC products. 
 

5 Return to the product level in the directory tree. 
 
Click the Parent Directory link, twice (or use the Back function of the browser twice). The 
following product list appears again:  
 
Name                    Last modified       Size   

 
Parent Directory                              -    
mcdts/                   08-Mar-2005 06:09     -    
mcm/                     08-Mar-2005 06:10     -    
mcprdinst/                08-Mar-2005 06:11     -    
mcst/                    08-Mar-2005 06:10     -    

 
Apache/2.0.48 (iSeries) Server at www.manycom.com Port 80 
  

6 Select next  the link of the MC product you want to work with. 
 
When selected, the link list of the modules of the product appears to you. 
 
For example, when selecting the product Manycom Message (i.e. link mcm/ ), the following 
type of module list appears to you:  
 
 
MCM modules 
 
Abbreviation Module description 
ada Advanced Automation 
async Asynchronous Communication
base Base (mandatory module) 
cstream Sonera Cstream 
ekirje eKirje Conversion 
email Email 
ftpca FTP Client Automation 
ftpcxpl FTP Client X-P Log 
ftpsa FTP Server Automation 
sms Short Message/GSM Text 
 
Name                     Last modified       Size   
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Parent Directory                              -    
ada/                     08-Mar-2005 06:13    -    
async/                   08-Mar-2005 06:12     -    
base/                    08-Mar-2005 06:12     -    
cstream/                 08-Mar-2005 06:12     -    
ekirje/                  08-Mar-2005 06:12     -    
email/                   08-Mar-2005 06:12     -    
ftpca/                   08-Mar-2005 06:12     -    
ftpcxpl/                 08-Mar-2005 06:11    -    
ftpsa/                   08-Mar-2005 06:11     -    
sms/                     08-Mar-2005 06:11     -    

 
 
 
7 Select first the link of the mandatory Base module of the product. 

 
Perform this option always, since a) when you are going to install a new product, i.e. the first 
module of the product, the module is the mandatory Base module, or b) when you update or 
add any module to the product, you need to check if there is a new version level available for 
the Base module to update.  
 
Notice, that if any module is updated or added to the product, all existing modules, including 
the Base, which have newer versions available, must be updated, too, for compatibility.   
 
For example, the following type of display shows the full and partial packages of the Base 
module of the previously selected product MCM .  
 
MCM Base – software packages 
 
 
Name                                                  Last modified       Size   

 
Parent Directory                                                             -    
mcm-base-full-to-V2R3M0-P1040606.savf                 07-Jun-2004 06:57   13M   
mcm-base-partial-from-V2R2M0-to-V2R3M0-P1040606.savf  24-Feb-2005 18:31   11M   
mcm-base-partial-from-V2R3M0-to-V2R3M0-P1040606.savf  24-Feb-2005 18:34   60K   

 
 
 

8 Select the latest full or appropriate partial package of the Base module.  
 
In practise, there should be only one full package available for installation, and one partial 
package available for each previous from-version level. Partial package can be used for 
update only, if it has enough old from-version level.  
 
If there is no appropriate partial package available for update, download the full package.   
 
Notice, that you can always use the full package of the module both for the first installation 
and update of any current version of the module. However, it is recommended to use an 
appropriate partial package for update, if available.   
 
When clicking the link, your browser should open the following type of 'save as' dialog box 
automatically on your Windows PC. You can now select or enter the local directory name and 
file name where to save the package. 
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Recommendation:  
Give a shorter name for the PC file where to save the file to be  downloaded, for example 
‘mcmbase’, or rename it after the download to a shorter name, since you anyway need to use 
shorter name (max. 10 characters) when uploading this file later to an OS/400 or I5/OS 
library. 
 
When the download starts, it takes from some seconds to at most a few minutes.  
 
When the download ends, you are ready to return to the previous ‘module level’ in order to 
download more modules of the selected product.  
 
Note: Some MC products may have only the Base module. 
 

9 Return to the modules level of the product. 
 
Click the Parent Directory link once.  
 

10 Select the existing optional modules of the product, one by one, for updating. 
 
You can download and update the existing optional modules in any order.  
 
Notice, that if any module is updated or added to the product, all existing modules, including 
the Base, which have newer versions available, must be updated, too, for compatibility.  
 
For more information about what to download, see the Summary of the delivery system 
chapter of the Introduction part. 
 

11 Select the new optional modules of the product, one by one, for adding. 
 
Download the full packages of the modules. Select for download in any order. 
 
After downloading all desired optional modules, you are ready to start downloading modules 
of the other MC products, if needed.  
 

12 Return to the product level, to option 6, for selecting the next MC product, if needed.  
 
Click the Parent Directory link once twice.  
 

13 After all needed is downloaded to your PC disk, start to upload the files to your OS/400 or 
I5/OS. 
 
Note: It is a recommended practise to upload the files immediately to an OS/400 or i5/OS 
library, since after uploading you can check and make sure that the save files have been 
transferred correctly, i.e. that they are valid for installation or update.  
  
For more information about how to upload the files, see the separate part of this manual.  
 
For more information about how to check the validity of the save files, see the separate part 
Checking of the save files in this manual. 
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FTP download 

This part is a technical description about how to download Manycom software packages from 
Manycom’s FTP site with an OS/400, i5/OS or PC FTP client.    

Download with the OS/400 or i5/OS FTP client is the most recommended way to download MC 
software packages, since the packages can be downloaded and saved directly into the desired 
library  (e.g. QTEMP or QGPL) of your OS/400 or i5/OS as save files. The save files are then 
immediately ready for installation and update with MCPRDINST.  

Firewall settings 
This chapter gives technical information for your firewall’s setup in order to make it allow FTP 
downloads from Manycom’s FTP site (server) with your OS/400 or PC FTP client. 

Manycom’s FTP server can be accessed publicly, i.e. from any IP address and with the public dns 
host name ftp.manycom.com.  

Manycom's FTP server can operate as an active and passive server, as requested by the client. 

When you setup your firewall settings, allow:  
 

• FTP control connection from your IP address to Manycom’s IP address, port 21, and 
• FTP data connection (two-way) between your IP address and Manycom’s IP address.  

 
Note: If your client will be the active client (e.g. OS/400 FTP client), your client opens the 
FTP data connection to Manycom’ IP address, port 20. In this case, it is sufficient to allow 
the FTP data connection in this direction, to port 20, only.  
 
Otherwise, for instance if you use some PC FTP client, which often can operate only in 
passive mode, i.e. the FTP server opens the FTP data connection to PC. In this case, it is 
necessary to set up your firewall so that it allows the FTP data connection from 
Manycom’s IP address, any port, to your PC’s IP address, any port.  
 

Manycom’s FTP server: 

• FTP server’s public hostname ftp.manycom.com   
• Current IP address 194.100.3.1 
• IP-address space is:  194.100.3.0/29 (entire net is: 194.100.3.1 - 194.100.3.6) 
• IP-address mask:  255.255.255.248  

FTP site’s directory structure 
Directories and software packages on the FTP site are physically the same as on the HTTP site. 
The site structure is a three level directory tree as depicted in the following figure: 

ftp://ftp.manycom.com/
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Figure: Manycom’s FTP and HTTP site’s structure 

When you want to know what to download, you should read at least the chapter Summary of the 
delivery system in the Introduction part of the manual. The following FTP download process 
follows the guidelines of that chapter. 

Download with OS/400 or i5/OS FTP Client   
This chapter describes the technical procedure and gives the brief and detailed instructions for 
how to download MC software packages from Manycom’s FTP site to your AS/400, iSeries or i5  
with  the OS/400 or i5/OS FTP client.  

Naturally, your firewall system must allow performing the FTP connection and file download. If not, 
change the settings of the firewall system as described in the previous chapter, or use the other 
delivery methods described in the chapter Delivery options of the software packages in the 
Introduction part. 

Download in brief  
This chapter gives a short overview and technical instructions about the FTP download process, 
and is intended for users, who know and understand FTP concept and technique well and have 
good understanding about what to download.  

If you are a beginner with FTP, or should you encounter any problems in any phase of the 
download process and need help, see the next chapter Download in detail for more information.  
 
The following download process follows the guidelines given in the Summary of the delivery 
system chapter of the Introduction part:  
 

FTP download with the OS/400 or i5/OS FTP Client: 
 

1 Connect to Manycom’s FTP site:  
 
===> ftp  ftp.manycom.com  (or  ftp ‘194.100.3.1’) 
 

2 Enter the following FTP login ID, when prompted: 
 
===> mcftp 
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3 Enter the FTP password, when prompted: 
 
===> mcftp 
 
The server responses:  
 
230 FTPANON logged on.                                                  
 OS/400 is the remote operating system. The TCP/IP version is "V5R2M0". 
250  Now using naming format "1".                                       
257  "/pub/manycom" is current directory.  
 
Note: As shown above, the save files reside in the IFS/root file system, and the naming format 
of the server is “1”. Accordingly, FTP client must enter all remote file and directory paths in 
name format 1, as instructed.   
  

4 Set the local current library where to save the downloaded files, for example QGPL. 
 
===> lcd qgpl 
 

5 Set the binary transfer mode. 
 
===> bin 
 

6 Set the local and remote filename formats to value ‘1’.  
 

 ===> na 1  (or nameformat 1) 
 

7 List the names of the ‘product level’ directories: 
  
===> ls  (or dir) 
 
The following kind of list of the MC product and MCPRDINST directories should appear to 
you:   
 
125 List started.   
mcm/                
mcst/               
mcdts/              
mcprdinst/            
header.html 
250 List completed. 
 
Note: 
If you did not get the list (but a time-out situation), see the detailed instructions in the next 
chapter.  
  

8 For downloading MCPRDINST, change to the sub-directory mcprdinst.  
 
===> cd mcprdinst 
 

9 Change to the sub-directory installer. 
 
===> cd installer 
 

10 List the available MCPRDINST packages. 
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===> ls 
 

11 Download the (latest) full package of MCPRDINST. 
 
The size of the full package is about 1-2 MB only. 
 
For example, 
 
===> get   mcprdinst-installer-full-to-V1R1M0-P1040507.savf    mcprdinst.savf  (replace  
 
Note: Do not forget the extension '.savf'! 
 

12 Return to the product level directory in order to select a MC product for download.  
 
===> cd ..  (or cdup)   
 
===> cd ..  (or cdup)   
 

13 List again the names of the MC products 
 
===> ls  (or dir) 
 

14 Change to the directory of the MC product you want to work with. 
 
For example,  
 
===> cd mcm 
 

15 List the modules of mcm. 
 
===> ls 
 
The following type of module list appears to you:  
 
125 List started.   
ada/                
async/              
base/               
ekirje/             
ftpca/              
ftpsa/              
cstream/            
email/              
sms/                
ftpcxpl/            
header.html         
250 List completed. 
 

16 Change to the directory of the mandatory Base module.  
  
===> cd base 
 

17 List the available packages of the Base module. 
  
===> ls 
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18 Download the latest appropriate partial or full package of the Base module.  
 
The size of the full package is about 13 MB. Partial packages are usually much smaller. 
 
For example,  
 
===> get   mcm-base-partial-from-V2R2M0-to-V2R3M0-P1040606.savf   mcmbase.savf  
(replace    
 
If there is no appropriate partial package available for update, download the full package.  
 

19 Change upwards in the directory tree to the modules of the product level. 
 
===> cd ..  (or cdup)   
 

20 In order to download a package for updating a possible existing optional module of the 
product, change to the directory of the module.  
 
The size of the full packages of the optional modules is typically a few MB, and partial 
packages are usually much smaller. 
 
===> ls 
===> cd module_name 
===> ls   (or dir) 
===> get remote_file.savf   local_file.savf   (replace 
===> cd ..  (or cdup)  
 
 

21 In order to download for installing a new optional module of the product, change to the 
directory of the module. 
 
===> ls 
===> cd module_name 
===> ls   (or dir) 
===> get remote_file.savf   local_file.savf   (replace 
===> cd ..  (or cdup)  
 

22 Return to the product level and download other products (packages of the modules) 
accordingly, if you like. 
 

23 Quit and disconnect from the FTP client with the FTP subcommand: 
 
===> quit 
 
 
Note: It is a recommended practise to immediately check and make sure that the save files  
have been transferred correctly, i.e. that they are valid for installation or update.  
  
For more information about how to check the validity of the save files, see the separate part 
Checking of the save files in this manual. 
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Download in detail  
This is a detailed technical description about the FTP download process, and is intended for 
users, who do not know FTP concept and technique well, have encountered problems with the 
short instructions, or need more detailed information also about what to download.  
 
Manycom’s FTP server is usually always on (7 days / 24 hours).  

 
Note: If the FTP server (and possibly also the HTTP servers) is exceptionally down for longer than 
a while, and you have an urgent situation, report the problem to Manycom in one of the following 
ways:    

Call Manycom’s hot-line +358-9-4777177. 

Call mobile +358-40-5450707. 

Fax +358-9-47771711. 

Email to manycom@manycom.fi. 

 
The following download process follows the guidelines given in the Summary of the delivery 
system chapter of the Introduction part:  
 
FTP download with the OS/400 or i5/OS FTP Client: 
 

1 Start your OS/400 FTP client and connect to Manycom’s OS/400 FTP server by entering the 
following OS/400 command with Manycom’s FTP site’s public dns hostname (or IP address) 
as follows: 
 
===> ftp  ftp.manycom.com  (or  ftp ‘194.100.3.1’) 
 
When the connection is successfully established (which should happen 
in a few seconds), the following display appears to you.  
 
 
                  File Transfer Protocol                                                  
                                                                                          
Previous FTP subcommands and messages:                                                    
  Connecting to host gw-elc-1.etlicon.net at address 194.100.3.1 using port  21.  
  220-QTCP at fielc03-pub.int.etlicon.net.                                       
  220 Connection will close if idle more than 5 minutes.                         
                                                                                 
                                                                                 
Enter login ID (xxxxxxxx):                                                       
===>                                                                                
 
Possible problem situations:  
When connection to the MC FTP server site is not established correctly, no login prompt 
display appears to you. Instead, you may get one of the following messages (here in English):   
 
a) Cannot find host xxxxxxxx.   (Unknown host name xxxxxxxx.)  

 
Your FTP client will generate and show this message, if you entered the connection 
command in the format ftp ftp.manycom.com, and the dns (domain name service) used by 
your OS/400 does not know or find the IP address for the host name.  

mailto:manycom@manycom.fi
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Your local dns server does not probably communicate with the public dns services. 
Otherwise your dns system should have found the hostname, since ftp.manycom.com  
hostname is a ‘public’ hostname.  
Note: Your environment causes this message. Manycom cannot solve the problem.  
 
Action: Check that you entered the hostname correctly. Change the configuration of your 
dns service, or use the numeric IP address with the ftp command, if necessary.  
 

b) Host not found 
 
Your FTP client  will generate and show this message, if it cannot connect to the given 
host, because:   

1. you entered dns name (ftp.manycom.com) correctly with the ftp command and the 
dns server found and returned the corresponding (Manycom’s) IP address, but there 
is no host system (i.e. active TCP/IP stack) in that IP address, or  

2. you entered the numeric IP address with the ftp command, but the there is no host 
system (i.e. active TCP/IP stack) in that IP address, or  

3. some firewall, router or other system prevents the connection (to the IP address, port 
21), or  

4. there is network or other communications problem so that the physical connection 
cannot be established, or  

5. the TCP/IP software or the entire operating system, where the Manycom’s FTP 
server runs, is exceptionally ‘down’.  
 
Action (correspondingly):  

1. check that you entered the correct dns name, and check, if possible,  that the dns 
server returns the right IP address,  

2. check that you entered the correct IP address,  
3. check and change the firewall and/or router setting, if possible,  
4. solve the network problem,  
5. try later again (notice that, if TCP/IP or the entire system is down, Manycom’s HTTP 

server, being currently the same system as for FTP, is probably also ‘down’).  
 
If needed, report the problem to Manycom by email, fax or calling.  
 

c) Cannot connect to host yyyyy at address nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn. Try again later. 
 
Your FTP client FTP client will generate this message, if the server’s TCP/IP stack and 
operating system are active, but the FTP server is exceptionally ‘down’.  
 
Action: Report the problem to Manycom by email, fax or calling. Try again later. 
 

d) 421 Connection refused 
 
Manycom’s FTP server, using the OS/400 FTP server feature, responses with this 
message, if the FTP server is active, but the automation and security software (MCM FTP 
Server Automation) used by Manycom for controlling and logging the traffic does not 
exceptionally, for some reason, allow the connection. Manycom’s FTP service should be 
available at all times. 
 
Action: Report the problem to Manycom by email, fax or by calling. Try again later.  

 
2 After receiving the login prompt, enter the login ID (mcftp):  
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Enter login ID (xxxxxxxx): 
===> mcftp 
 
Note: You can also enter the login ID ‘anonymous’, and then, when prompted, enter your 
email address (or other text string) as the password. However, you must then additionally 
enter the FTP subcommand cd manycom in order to change to the Manycom product 
directory.  
   

3 After receiving the password prompt, enter the FTP password (mcftp):  
 
Enter password:  
===> mcftp 
 
As an indication of a successful login, you will get the following types of server messages 
indicating also your remote current (working) directory:  
 
230 FTPANON logged on.                                                  
 OS/400 is the remote operating system. The TCP/IP version is 
"V5R2M0". 
250  Now using naming format "1".                                       
257  "/pub/manycom" is current directory.  
                              
Note: As shown above, the save files reside in the IFS/root file system, and the naming format 
of the server is “1”. Accordingly, FTP client must enter all remote file and directory paths in 
name format 1, as instructed.   
 
Possible problem situations:  
When the physical connection to the FTP server has been successful, but FTP login is 
rejected by the OS/400 FTP server feature or the MCM FTP Automation software, you will get 
the following message from the server:   
  
530 Log on attempt by user xxxxxx rejected. 
 
Action: Check that you entered the correct FTP login ID and password. Notice, that the 
password is ‘case sensitive’, i.e. it must be entered just as above, as small (lower case) 
letters. Try again. 
 
If login ID and password is entered correctly, but log on is still rejected, this is an exceptional 
situation. Report the problem to Manycom by email, fax or by calling.     
  

4 After a successful log on, set the local current library where to save the downloaded save 
files, for example QGPL. 
 
===> lcd qgpl 
 

5 Set the FTP server and your client to use the binary transfer mode. Enter the following FTP 
subcommand: 
 
===> bin 
 

6 Set the local (client) and remote (server) filename formats to value ‘1’. Enter the following FTP 
subcommand: 
 

 ===> na 1  (or nameformat 1) 
 
For more information, see the notes of the get subcommand later in option 11. 
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Note: Do not enter ===> quote site na 1, since it does not set the local filename format.  
 

7 List the names of the ‘product level’ directories by entering the FTP subcommand:  
 
===> ls  (or dir) 
 
The following kind of list of the MC product directories should appear to you showing the 
names of the MC products. Notice, that the name of the MC Products Installation program, 
MCPRDINST, also appears on the list: 
 
125 List started.   
mcm/                
mcst/               
mcdts/              
mcprdinst/            
header.html         
250 List completed. 
 
The following table explains the abbreviated product names:   
 
mcm/ - Manycom Message 
mcst/ - Manycom Socket Tools 
mcdts/ - Manycom DTS 
mcprdinst/ - Manycom Products Installation program, MCPRDINST 
 
If the list appears, a new TCP/IP connection - FTP data connection - has been opened 
successfully, and you can download data files, too. You are now ready to start to download 
the first software package, MCPRDINST. 
 
If you are sure that you already have the proper (i.e. latest) available version of MCPRDINST, 
skip the next options concerning MCPRDINST, and move to the option 14 to download MC 
products. Otherwise, continue with the next option. 
 
Possible problem situations: 
Manycom’s FTP server can act both in active and passive modes, i.e. your FTP client can 
request either mode so that either your FTP client or MC’s FTP server opens the so-called 
FTP data connection that is always needed for directory list and data file transfer.  
 
By default, in OS/400 V4R3 and higher, the OS/400 FTP client requests the FTP server to 
stay in passive mode and tries to open the data connection to the FTP server’s default port 
20.  
 
If the connection and login to the FTP server was successful but the ls (or dir) subcommand 
did not produce any list (instead, a long time-out situation occurred), your firewall or some 
router may prevent your FTP client from opening the connection to the server’s port 20.  
 
Action: 
Change the firewall and/or router settings. If you do not want to or cannot change, you can try 
another way: you can request the server to open the data connection to your FTP client, 
which might be allowed in the firewall and router settings. For this purpose, enter the following 
FTP subcommand: 
  
sendpasv 
 
Try then again the ls (or dir) subcommand.  
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If the subcommand still does not produce a list, your firewall or routers - although allows the 
FTP control connection to server’s port 21 - prevents the so-called FTP data connection to 
both directions: from your FTP client to FTP server’s port 20 (passive server mode), and from 
the server to your FTP client (active server mode). Change the setting of your firewall and/or 
routers to allow also the data connection, or use another delivery method such as HTTP 
download. 
 

8 For downloading MCPRDINST, change to the sub-directory mcprdinst.  
  
Perform this option, if you are not sure if you already have the latest version level.  
 
MC products must be installed always with the latest available version level of MCPRDINST!  
  
Enter the FTP subcommand cd (Change Directory) as follows: 
 
===> cd mcprdinst 
 
The following message should appear and show the current directory:  
250 "/pub/manycom/mcprdinst" is current directory.  
 
Possible error situations:  
The server might send the following error message after the cd or any other entered FTP 
subcommand:  
 
550 Request rejected. 
 
The entered FTP subcommand or some of its parameters (remote directory or file path) is not 
allowed for you. Notice, that all operations are controlled and logged with the MCM FTP 
Server Automation software.  
 
Action: 
Enter the FTP subcommand correctly, i.e. as instructed.  
 

9 Change to the sub-directory installer. 
 
===> cd installer 
 
The following message should appear and show the current directory:  
250 "/pub/manycom/mcprdinst/installer" is current directory.  
 

10 List the available MCPRDINST packages. 
 
Enter the FTP subcommand ls (or dir ) as follows: 
 
===> ls 
 
The following kind of list should appear showing the available MCPRDINST packages:: 
 
125 List started. 
mcprdinst-installer-full-to-V1R1M0-P1040507.savf 
250 List completed. 
 

11 Download the (latest) full package of MCPRDINST. 
 
Perform this option if a) this is the very first installation of a MC product in this logical system 
(partition), or b) you already have MCPRDINST, but its version level is not the latest (shown 
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above) so that you need to update it.  
 
See the Introduction part of this manual to find out how to check and compare the version 
levels of your existing MCPRDINST and the one available on the site. 
 
If you cannot find out the version level of MCPRDINST, you can, and you should update 
MCPRDINST anyway – just for sure!  
 
Usually, there is only one latest full (and no partial) package of MCPRDINST available at all 
times.  
  
Recommendation:  
In the following get operation you need to use shorter (max. 10 characters) local filename, 
e.g. mcprdinst, since you download directly to an OS/400 or i5/OS library.  
 
In order to download the save file to the local current library set before, enter the FTP 
subcommand get in the following format (Do not forget the. savf extension!): 
  
===> get   mcprdinst-installer-full-to-V1R1M0-P1040507.savf    mcprdinst.savf  (replace  
 
The size of the full package is about 1 – 2 MB. Successful download takes typically only tens 
of seconds, at most a few minutes, and ends with the following return code and message sent 
by the server:  
 
250 File transfer completed successfully.  
 
Note 1: You do not need to create the local save file before the transfer if you use the savf 
extension while the local filename format is name format 1, as above. OS/400 FTP client will 
create the save file for you, if not existing.  
 
Note 2: Use the (replace option to replace the old contents in the case the file exists. 
Otherwise, the get operation is not performed, and a warning message is shown to you.  
 
Note 3: If you want, you can change the local default current library with the FTP 
subcommand lcd, for example: lcd templib.lib. Notice, that as shown here, you must enter the 
lcd command’s local file path in ‘name format 1’. The server responds: Local working directory 
is /QSYS.LIB/TEMPLIB.LIB. 
  
When the download ends, you are ready to return to the ‘product level’ in the directory tree in 
order to start download the actual MC products. 
 
Possible problem situations:  
If you try to access resources, that do not exist on the server, or you do not have enough 
rights to, the server responses in the following way:  
 
550-Specified library does not exist or cannot be accessed. 
550 Current library not changed.   
550 File … in library … not found   
550 Not authorized to file … in library… 
 
Action: 
Use the correct resource names (directory and file paths).  
 

12 Return to the product level directory in order to select a MC product for download.  
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Enter the FTP subcommand twice as follows:  
 
===> cd ..  (or cdup)   
 
250 "/pub/manycom/mcprdinst" is current directory. 
 
===> cd ..  (or cdup)   
 
250 "/pub/manycom" is current directory. 
 

13 List again the names of the MC products 
 
===> ls  (or dir) 
 
The following list appears: 

 
125 List started.   
mcm/                
mcst/               
mcdts/              
mcprdinst/            
header.html         
250 List completed. 
 

14 Change to the directory of the MC product you want to work with. 
 
For example, if you want to download software packages of the modules of the product MCM 
(Manycom Message), change to the sub-directory mcm as follows:  
 
===> cd mcm 
 
250 "/pub/manycom/mcm" is current directory. 
 
Possible error situations:  
The server might send the following error message after the cd or any other entered FTP 
subcommand:  
 
550 Request rejected. 
 
The entered FTP subcommand or some of its parameters (remote directory or file path) is not 
allowed for you. Notice, that all operations are controlled and logged with the MCM FTP 
Server Automation software.  
 
Action: 
Enter the FTP subcommand correctly, i.e. as instructed.  
 

15 List the modules of mcm. 
 
===> ls 
 
The following type of module list appears to you:  
 
125 List started.   
ada/                
async/              
base/               
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ekirje/             
ftpca/              
ftpsa/              
cstream/            
email/              
sms/                
ftpcxpl/            
header.html         
250 List completed. 
 
The following explains the abbreviations of the module names:  
 
Abbreviation Module description 
ada Advanced Automation 
async Asynchronous Communication
base Base (mandatory module) 
cstream Sonera Cstream 
ekirje eKirje Conversion 
email Email 
ftpca FTP Client Automation 
ftpcxpl FTP Client X-P Log 
ftpsa FTP Server Automation 
sms Short Message/GSM Text 

 
 
16 Change to the directory of the mandatory Base module.  

 
Perform this option always, since a) when you are going to install a new product, i.e. the first 
module of the product, the module is the mandatory Base module, or b) when you update or 
add any module to the product, you need to check if there is a new version level available for 
the Base module to update.  
 
Notice, that if any module is updated or added to the product, all existing modules, including 
the Base, which have newer versions available, must be updated, too, for compatibility. 
 
===> cd base 
 
250 "/pub/manycom/mcm/base" is current directory. 
 

17 List the available packages of the Base module.  
  
===> ls 
 
The following list shows the full and partial packages of the previously selected Base module 
of MCM:  
 
125 List started.                                    
mcm-base-partial-from-V2R3M0-to-V2R3M0-P1040606.savf 
mcm-base-partial-from-V2R2M0-to-V2R3M0-P1040606.savf 
mcm-base-full-to-V2R3M0-P1040606.savf                
250 List completed.  
 

18 Download the latest full or appropriate partial package of the Base module.  
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In practise, there should be only one full package available for the first installation, and one 
partial package available for updating from each previous from-version level. Partial package 
can be used for update only, and only if it has enough old from-version level.  
 
If there is no appropriate partial package available for update, download the full package.  
 
You can always use the full package of the module both for the first installation and update of 
any current version of the module. However, it is recommended to use an appropriate partial 
package for update, if available. 
 
Notice, that if you are going to update or add any optional module to the product, the Base 
module and all existing optional modules, which have newer versions available, must be 
updated, too, for compatibility.  
 
Recommendation:  
In the following get operation you need to use short (max. 10 characters) local filename, e.g. 
mcmbase, since you download directly to an OS/400 or i5/OS library.  
 
For instance, suppose your existing version level if Base is V2R2M0-P1031125. For updating 
it (to the latest version level, V2R3M0-P1040606), enter the FTP subcommand get as follows: 
 
===> get   mcm-base-partial-from-V2R2M0-to-V2R3M0-P1040606.savf   mcmbase.savf  
(replace    
 
The size of the full package is about 13 MB. When the download starts, it takes typically a few 
minutes. Successful download ends with the following message: 
 
250 File transfer completed successfully. 
 
When the download ends, you are ready to return to the previous ‘module level’ in the 
directory tree in order to download more modules of the selected product for updating and/or 
adding. 
 
Note: Some MC products may have only the Base module. 
 

19 Change upwards in the directory tree to the modules of the product level. 
 
===> cd ..  (or cdup)   
 
250 "/pub/manycom/mcm" is current directory. 
 

20 Download packages for updating existing optional modules.  
 
You can download (and update) the existing optional modules in any order. Size of the full 
package of an optional module is typically a few MB, and partial packages are usually much 
smaller. 
 
Notice, that if any module is updated or added to the product, all existing optional modules 
(and the Base module), which have newer versions available, must be updated, too, for 
compatibility.  
 
Download appropriate partial package, if available. Otherwise, download the full package of 
the module.  
 
For more information about what to download, see the Summary of the delivery system 
chapter of the Introduction part. 
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Perform the following FTP subcommand sequences for every new module to add:  
 
===> ls 
===> cd module_name 
===> ls   (or dir) 
===> get remote_file.savf   local_file.savf   (replace 
===> cd ..  (or cdup)  
 

21 Download packages for adding new optional modules of the product. 
 
 Notice, that if any module is updated or added to the product, all existing optional modules 
(and the Base module), which have newer versions available, must be updated, too, for 
compatibility.  
 
Download the full package for each module to add. You can download (and install) in any 
order. 
 
===> ls 
===> cd module_name 
===> ls   (or dir) 
===> get remote_file.savf   local_file.savf   (replace 
===> cd ..  (or cdup)  
 
After downloading all desired optional modules, you are ready to start downloading modules 
of the other MC products, if you like. 
 

22 Return to the product level and download other products (packages of the modules) 
accordingly, if you like. 
 

23 Quit and disconnect from the FTP client with the FTP subcommand: 
 
===> quit 
  
 
Note: It is a recommended practise to immediately check and make sure that the save files  
have been transferred correctly, i.e. that they are valid for installation or update.  
  
For more information about how to check the validity of the save files, see the separate part 
Checking of the save files in this manual. 
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Download with PC FTP Client   
This chapter is a short technical  description for downloading MC software packages from 
Manycom’s FTP site to your PC with a PC DOS FTP client provided with the Windows 98, or 
newer.  

Of course, you can use any ‘standard’ FTP client such as WS_FTP, as well, by applying these 
instructions. 

Naturally, your firewall system must allow performing the FTP connection and file download. If not, 
change the settings of your firewall systems (company firewall and your possible personal PC 
firewall) as described in the previous chapter, or use the other delivery methods described in the 
chapter Delivery options of the software packages in the Introduction part. 

Download in brief  
If you are a beginner with FTP, and you encounter any problems in any phase of this download 
process, see the previous chapter Download in detail in the Download with OS/400 or i5/OS FTP 
Client section for more detailed instructions.  
 
With respect to what to download, the following process follows the guidelines given in the 
Summary of the delivery system chapter of the Introduction part:  
 

FTP download with a PC DOS FTP Client: 
 

Start DOS from the ‘Start’ menu of Windows. 
 
The following kind of DOS prompt should appear to you: 
 

 
Microsoft(R) Windows 98 
   (C)Copyright Microsoft Corp 1981 - 1998. 
 
C:\>  
 
 
 

1 Start the FTP client with the dos command ftp and connect to Manycom’s FTP server site:  
 
C:\> ftp  ftp.manycom.com  (or  C:\temp> ftp 194.100.3.1) 
 
When the connection has been successfully established (which should happen in few 
seconds), the following kind of display is shown to you, where the FTP server prompts you to 
enter the FTP login ID.  
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Microsoft(R) Windows 98 
   (C)Copyright Microsoft Corp 1981 - 1998. 
 
C:\> ftp ftp.manycom.com 
Connected to host ftp.manycom.com. 
220-QTCP at fielc03-pub.int.etlicon.net. 
220 Connection will close if idle more than 5 minutes. 
User (ftp.manycom.com:(none)):  
 
 
 

2 Enter the FTP login ID (mcftp): 
 
User (ftp.manycom.com:(none)): mcftp 
 
Next the server prompts the password: 
 
 
Microsoft(R) Windows 98 
   (C)Copyright Microsoft Corp 1981 - 1998. 
 
…  
User (ftp.manycom.com:(none)): mcftp 
331 Enter password. 
Password: 
 
 

3 Enter the FTP password (mcftp): 
 
Password: mcftp  (the password is not shown when entered) 
 
The server responses:  
 
230 FTPANON logged on.                                                  
  

4 Change to a local directory (here temp), where to save the downloaded files:  
 
ftp> lcd temp 
 
The FTP client responses: 
Local directory is now C:\temp. 
  

5 Set the binary transfer mode. 
 
ftp> bin 
 
Server responses: 
200 Representation type is binary IMAGE. 
 

6 Set the remote filename format to value ‘1’.  
 

 ftp> quote site na 1  (or quote site nameformat 1) 
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Server responses: 
250  Now using naming format "1". 

 
7 List the names of the ‘product level’ directories: 

  
ftp> ls  (or dir) 
 
The following kind of list of the MC product and MCPRDINST directories should appear to 
you:   
 
125 List started.   
mcm/                
mcst/               
mcdts/              
mcprdinst/            
header.html 
250 List completed. 
 
Note: 
Instead of the list, you may get the following response messages: 
 
200 PORT subcommand request successful. 
(time-out, about 5 minutes) 
425 Not able to open data connection. 
 
In this case, your firewalls (company or personal PC firewalls) prevent form establishing the 
FTP data connection. Set up the firewalls for allowing the connection. See the more detailed 
instructions in the previous chapter.  
  

8 For downloading MCPRDINST, change to the sub-directory mcprdinst.  
 
ftp> cd mcprdinst 
 
Server responses:  
250 "/pub/manycom/mcprdinst" is current directory. 
 

9 Change to the sub-directory installer. 
 
ftp> cd installer 
 
Server responses:  
250 "/pub/manycom/mcprdinst/installer" is current directory. 
 

10 List the available MCPRDINST packages. 
 
ftp> ls 
 
The following kind of list should appear showing the available MCPRDINST packages:: 
 
125 List started. 
mcprdinst-installer-full-to-V1R1M0-P1040507.savf 
250 List completed. 
 
 

11 Download the (latest) full package of MCPRDINST. 
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The size of the full package is about 1-2 MB only. 
 
For example, 
 
ftp> get   mcprdinst-installer-full-to-V1R1M0-P1040507.savf    mcprdinst 
 
Server responses:  
200 PORT subcommand request successful. 
150 Retrieving file /pub/manycom/mcprdinst/installer/mcprdinst-installer-full-to 
-v1r1m0-p1040507.savf 
250 File transfer completed successfully. 
ftp: 1406064 bytes received in 36.25 seconds 38.79kB/s. 
 
Note: 
Instead of the list, you may get the following response messages: 
 
200 PORT subcommand request successful. 
(time-out, about 5 minutes) 
425 Not able to open data connection. 
 
In this case, your firewalls (company or personal PC firewalls) prevent form establishing the 
FTP data connection even though the directory listing (ls) was successful. Set up the firewalls 
for allowing the connection. See the more detailed instructions in the previous chapter.  
 

12 Return to the product level directory in order to select the desired MC product for download.  
 
ftp> cd ..     
 
ftp> cd ..     
 

13 List again the names of the MC products 
 
ftp> ls  (or dir) 
 

14 Change to the directory of the MC product you want to work with. 
 
For example,  
 
ftp> cd mcm 
 

15 List the modules of mcm. 
 
ftp> ls 
 
The following type of module list appears to you:  
 
125 List started.   
ada/                
async/              
base/               
ekirje/             
ftpca/              
ftpsa/              
cstream/            
email/              
sms/                
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ftpcxpl/            
header.html         
250 List completed. 
 

16 Change to the directory of the mandatory Base module.  
  
ftp> cd base 
 

17 List the available packages of the Base module. 
  
ftp> ls 
 

18 Download the latest appropriate partial or full package of the Base module.  
 
The size of the full package is about 13 MB. Partial packages are usually much smaller. 
 
For example,  
 
ftp> get   mcm-base-partial-from-V2R2M0-to-V2R3M0-P1040606.savf   mcmbase    
 
If there is no appropriate partial package available for update, download the full package.  
 

19 Change upwards in the directory tree to the modules of the product level. 
 
ftp> cd ..     
 

20 In order to download a package for updating a possible existing optional module of the 
product, change to the directory of the module.  
 
Size of the full packages of an optional module is typically a few MB, and partial packages are 
usually much smaller. 
 
ftp> ls 
ftp> cd module_name 
ftp> ls   (or dir) 
ftp> get remote_file.savf   local_file 
ftp> cd ..    
 
 

21 In order to download for installing a new optional module of the product, change to the 
directory of the module. 
 
ftp> ls 
ftp> cd module_name 
ftp> ls   (or dir) 
ftp> get remote_file.savf   local_file 
ftp> cd ..    
 

22 Return with cd .. to the product level again and download other products (their modules) 
accordingly, as you like.  
 

23 Quit and disconnect from the FTP client with the FTP subcommand: 
 
ftp> quit 
 
Note: It is a recommended practise to upload the files immediately to an OS/400 or i5/OS 
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library, since after uploading you can check and make sure that the save files have been 
transferred correctly, i.e. that they are valid for installation or update.  
  
For more information about how to upload the files, see the separate part of this manual.  
 
For more information about how to check the validity of the save files, see the separate part 
Checking of the save files in this manual. 
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Delivery with email 

If download with HTTP or FTP is not possible for you, you can request Manycom to send the 
software packages to you by email.  

In this case, the packages will be sent to your email box as attachments of an email message. 
After receiving the message, you need to: 

• Save the attachments (save files) on PC disk. 
 

• Just as after HTTP or FTP download to PC, upload the files to your OS/400 or i5/OS. For more 
information about how to upload the files, see the separate part of this manual.  
 
Note: It is a recommended practise to upload the files immediately to an OS/400 or i5/OS 
library, since after uploading you can check and make sure that the save files have been 
transferred correctly, i.e. that they are valid for installation or update.  
 

• Check the validity of the received save files. For more information about how to check the 
validity of the save files, see the separate part Checking of the save files in this manual. 
 

• Install the packages with Manycom Products Installation program, MCPRDINST. 

How to request the packages 
You can request Manycom to send the packages on the web site www.manycom.fi by filling the 
form ‘Request for Manycom Software Packages’, and by sending it to sales@manycom.fi, or by 
faxing it to Manycom’s fax number +358-9-4777 1711. See the Manycom contact information on 
the web site.   

You can also contact Manycom with a free format (email) message by issuing the following 
information:  

• Your email address. 

• Optionally: Your name and company name. 

• Name of the MC product and its modules you want to try or buy. 

 
 

http://www.manycom.fi/
mailto:sales@manycom.fi
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Upload from PC to OS/400 or i5/OS   

In practise, there are three ways to upload the files:  

• with PC DOS FTP, or  
• with MS Windows file sharing, or  
• with IBM Client Access/400 (CA/400), or with some other corresponding file transfer method.    

The first method, FTP, is most recommended since it allows creating a save file in an OS/400 or 
i5/OS library, and uploading the contents of a PC file directly and transparently to that save file.  

Upload with FTP from PC to OS/400 or i5/OS library file system 
The following is a brief instruction for FTP upload.   

In the DOS mode of Windows, enter the DOS command ftp as follows:  
 

1. ftp hostname (or  ftp nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn; 
hostname is the dns name of 
your OS/400 or i5/OS) 

2. userid 
3. password 

 
4. quote site na 1 (name format ‘1’ allows 

creating the  save file) 
5. bin 

 
6. put c:\dirx\mcfilex   /qsys.lib/userlib.lib/mcfilex.savf  (replace (if not existing, the save file 

mcfilex is created in the library 
userlib; remember to enter the 
extension .savf) 

7. put … 
 

8. quit 
 

Note: It is a recommended practise to immediately check and make sure that the save files have 
been transferred correctly, i.e. that they are valid for installation or update.  

For more information about how to check the validity of the save files, see the separate part 
Checking of the save files in this manual. 

After checking the validity, you are then ready to start to install the packages. For more 
information, see the separate part Installing MC software packages in this manual.   
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Upload with CA/400 or Windows file sharing from PC to 
OS/400 or i5/OS IFS root file system 
Xxxxxx 
This chapter is under construction !!! 
 
 
This method could be used, if there is no FTP (or generally TCP/IP) connection available or 
allowed from your PC to your AS/400 for uploading the file to AS/400. For instance, your OS/400 
FTP Server is not active, or is active, but does not allow FTP access from your PC. 
 
In this case, the ‘copy file’ feature of the DOS, MS File Manager, MS Explorer or Client 
Access/400 could be used for copying the file first to OS/400 ‘root’ file system of the OS/400 IFS 
(Integrated File System) or into the ‘shared folder file system’ (QDLS) of the OS/400 IFS.   
 
With DOS, MS File Manager and MS Explorer, the transfer must take place in ‘transparent’ or 
binary mode, where the contents is not converted in any way. If you use CA/400 or other 
corresponding software, be sure to use transparent, i.e. binary transfer mode.    
 
The OS/400 FTP client and server features with the internal ‘loopback’ connection are then used 
to copy the file to the OS/400 library file system.  
 
Xxxxxx 
This chapter is under construction !!! 
 

Transfer with FTP from OS/400 or i5/OS IFS root file system to 
library file system 
Xxxxxx 
This  chapter is under construction !!! 
 
You can transfer by put or get operation … here … 
 
Suppose the PC file (filex) is already transferred into a file (e.g. fileas) in the directory (diras) in the 
OS/400 root file system. (You could also copy the file into a directory under the shared folder, 
QDLS, file system).  
 
In AS/400: 
 
Start the OS/400 FTP server, if not already active. If the server is active, you can find under the 
subsystem QSYSWRK at least one entry with the job name QTFTPnnnnn. To start the FTP 
server, enter the OS/400 command: 
 
STRTCPSVR  *FTP 
 
Start the OS/400 FTP client with the command: 
 

FTP loopback   (starts an internal loopback session to the FTP server)  
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1) After receiving the Enter login ID (user): prompt from the AS/400 FTP server, enter a valid 
AS/400 userid, e.g.: 
 

useridx 
 
2) After receiving the Enter password: prompt, enter the corresponding password: 

 
passwordx 

 
3) After receiving the FTP prompt ftp>, enter the FTP subcommand:  

 
namefmt 1        (name format one becomes active in the FTP server) 

 
4) Enter the FTP subcommand: 

   
bin    (transfer in binary mode)  

 
5) Transfer the PC file fileas in the directory diras into the file manycomx in the library qgpl, type *savf:  

 
put  /diras/fileas  /qsys.lib/qgpl.lib/manycomx.savf         (the file is created if not 
 existing)  
 
or  put  /qdls/diras/fileas   /qsys.lib/qgpl.lib/manycomx.savf   (the file is created if not 
 existing)  

 
6) After the file transfer has completed, exit from the FTP session with the subcommand: 

 
 quit 

 
 
 

Notice, that restoring the objects from the save file to the MC product or module library should 
always take place by using the Manycom Products Installation program.  
 

Start restoring with the OS/400 command: 
  

MCPRDLIB/MCPRD   (if MCPRDINST is already installed in the system). 
 
 
See the later part of this manual for more information. 
 
Note: It is a recommended practise to immediately check and make sure that the save files  have 
been transferred correctly, i.e. that they are valid for installation or update.  
  
For more information about how to check the validity of the save files, see the separate part 
Checking of the save files in this manual. 
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Checking validity of save files 

You should not start to install – or particularly you should not start to update - any module before 
you have pre-checked validity of all the save files that you will need in the process.  

This helps you in getting the entire process through without interrupts and keeping the ‘system 
down time’ in minimum.      

The save files have been transferred correctly and are valid for installing or update, if the format 
and contents of the save files are correct. Naturally, you must have been downloaded the proper 
save files. 

You can use one of the following ways to check the validity: 

1. If you have already installed the newest version of MCPRDINST, you can check the 
validity of the transferred save files with MCPRDINST. For more information, see the 
separate part of this manual. 

2. Otherwise, you can check the validity by enter the OS/400 command: 
 
DSPSAVF library/save_file 
 
If you get a list of the objects in the save file displayed, the save file has proper format and 
the contents has been transferred correctly.  

 
If a save file is not valid, download the file again and be sure to enter the following subcommands 
correctly as follows (notice especially the file extension .savf):  
 

Download to OS/400 or i5/OS: 
bin  
na 1 
get  remote_file.savf   local_file.savf   (replace  
 
 
Download to PC:     
bin  
quote site na 1 
get  remote_file.savf   local_file    
 
 
Upload to OS/400 or i5/OS: 
bin 
quote site na 1 
put  local_file   remote_file.savf   (replace  
 
Note: You must enter the file names with the extension savf as indicated in the previous 
chapters. Otherwise, the file may be created incorrectly as a data base file.  
 
On the other hand, if you create the save file before the transfer for instance  with the 
command CRTSAVF, you do not need to enter the extension savf with the file name.  
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Installing Manycom Software Packages 

After download, possible upload, and recommended pre-checking of the validity of the software 
packages, you can start the installation process, which consists of two main phases: 

• Installing first the software package, which contains the Manycom Products Installation 
program, MCPRDINST (previously also called  MCPDMNT). The ‘product’ / module / file name 
of the package on Manycom’s site is: mcprdinst / installer / mcprdinst-installer-...  
 
Usually, select the ‘full’ package of MCPRDINST, which you can use for both installing 
MCPRDINST for the first time, and for updating the already installed MCPRDINST. Updating is 
mandatory, if the version level of the existing MCPRDINST is lower than the version level of 
MCPRDINST on the site. 
 
Note: Manycom products are always installed with the latest version level of MCPRDINST, so 
you need to have MCPRDINST installed or updated first.  
 

• Installing Manycom products, i.e. software packages, which each contains a module of a 
Manycom product. The file names of the packages on Manycom’s download site start with the 
short IDs of the product and module, for example: mcm-base-…, mcm-email…, mcst-base-…, 
etc.  

How to install or update MCPRDINST 
This chapter describes how to restore the software package containing the Manycom Products 
Installation program, MCPRDINST (previously also called  MCPDMNT) to the library MCPRDLIB, 
and then install or update the program.  
 
This procedure supposes that the name of the software package  (save file) is MCPRDINST, and 
is saved in the library QGPL. 
 
Restoring 

1. Log on with the user profile QSECOFR or corresponding having the *ALLOBJ and 
*SECADM authority. 
 
Note: The user profile must have also *SECADM authority since during the first installation 
the installation process wants to create, and during update wants to change, the specific 
Manycom user profile MCPGMR, which will be the owner of the objects of Manycom 
products. Details are provided later in this instruction.  
 

2. Make sure that you have not opened any of the menus or screens of MCPRDINST in any 
other session. 
 

3. Restore the MCPRDINST package into the library MCPRDLIB with the following 
command:   
 
RSTLIB SAVLIB(MCPRDLIB) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(QGPL/MCPRDINST) MBROPT(*ALL) 
ALWOBJDIF(*ALL) 
 
If there already exists an old version of MCPRDINST (or MCPDMNT) in the library 
MCPRDLIB, you can run any time the above command for updating the old version of the 
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software. 
 

4. In the same session, enter the following command in order to check that all objects were 
restored correctly: 
 
DSPJOBLOG 
 
Note: In case you encountered for instance authority problems, you should remove the 
problems, and just run the RSTLIB command again until it ends successfully. Do not start 
installing MC products with MCPRDINST as long as you have not installed or updated with 
the latest version of MCPRDINST successfully. 
 

Installing or updating 
 
5. After successfully restored the MCPRDINST package, start to install or update 

MCPRDINST with the command:  
 
MCPRDLIB/MCPRD   
 
Several confirmation displays may appear and several messages may require replies 
during the command execution. Generally, just press ENTER or reply with the default 
values.  
 

a. First, a CRTURSPRF or CHGUSRPRF command prompt display appears to you 
for accepting creation or change of the user profile MCPGMR (user class *PGMR).  
 
MCPGMR user profile is mandatory for the MC products. MCPGMR will be the 
owner of the objects of the MC products. This user profile is also used as the user 
of certain batch MC system task jobs.  
 
Security: By default, the user profile MCPGMR is created or changed with the 
parameter value INLMNU= *SIGNOFF (terminal session denied), and with the 
special authority SPCAUT=*IOSYSCFG and *JOBCTL.  
 
If you can no way accept the user profile MCPGMR or its default attribute values, 
press F3 or F12 for interrupting the installation process and contact Manycom for 
more instructions. 
 
In order to accept the creation of change of the user profile with the default values: 
 
Press ENTER.  
 

b. Next, the command prompts for deleting the user profile NETVERK, if existing.  
 
Most probably, this user profile has been created by the previous MC installation. 
This user profile is not needed (any more) by MC products.  
 
If you do not want, for any reason, to delete it, press F3 or F12 in order to pass the 
deletion.  
 
In order to accept deletion of the user profile NETVERK:  
 
Press ENTER.  
 

c. Next, a display appears where you should define the general-purpose library, by 
default QGPL. This library should exist in the user library list of the users, who are  
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going to use MC commands in order to access MC product menus. Installation 
process will copy to this library those ‘public’ MC commands needed for using the 
MC menu system.  
 
After defining the general-purpose library: 
 
Press ENTER.  
 

d. Next, the following public MC commands will be added or updated in the defined 
general-purpose library: MC, MCINST, MCPRD, and MCPRDINST.  
 
Notice that, these and all other MC commands, too, which are added to the 
general-purpose library, start always with the letters ‘MC’ so that it is easy for you 
to find and list them, when needed.  
 
If these commands already exist in the given general purpose library, you will get, 
for each command separately an interruption message in the message queue of 
the user profile you are using currently. This message requires a confirmation reply 
for replacing the existing command with the new one. For viewing the messages, 
press SYS REQUEST –key, select option 4 (user messages), and press ENTER.  
 
Reply with ’N’ (Do not replace) only if you are sure, that the existing command is 
not a Manycom command. In this case, copy the command later manually from the 
library MCPRDLIB to the general-purpose library with another name. Note: Do not 
rename the command in the library MCPRDLIB.  
 
Reply with ‘Y’ in order to confirm replacing the existing command with the new one. 
Press ENTER twice in order to return to the installation display. Note: You need to 
reply separately for each new message (each command).  
 
Notice that the messages are not sent into the system operator message queue but 
to the user message queue!  
 

e. Finally, the following MC Products Main menu appears to you.  
 

     
 

 
This menu, MC Products Main menu forms the highest level in the MC menu 
hierarchy. From this menu you can get to any other menu of Manycom products 
regardless what you want to do and what is your user type (end user, operator, 
programmer, administrator, installator). 
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You can get later back to this menu any time by entering the command: 
 
MC or MCPRD. 
 
Note: This is the only MC command you need to remember in order to work with 
Manycom products. However, other product specific quick commands are also 
available for various user types in order to get quickly to the lower level menus. 
 

 
You have now installed the Manycom Products Installation program, MCPRDINST, and 
can start restoring and installing the other software packages with MCPRDINST. For more 
information, see the next chapter How to install and update MC products with 
MCPRDINST. 

How to install and update MC products with MCPRDINST 
After installing or updating successfully the latest version of Manycom Products Installation 
program, MCPRDINST, you can start installing and updating the MC products.  

As described in the earlier parts of the manual, MC products consist technically always of 
modules. Some products, such as MCDTS and MCST, consist currently only of the mandatory 
Base module, and some, such as MCM, consists currently of the mandatory Base module and 
several optional modules.  

Accordingly, installing or updating a MC product means actually installing or updating one or more 
module(s) of the product. 

Example - installing or updating MCST 
In this document, the example product to install or update is Manycom Socket Tools (MCST). As 
mentioned earlier, this product consists currently only of one module, the mandatory Base module.  

Other MC products an their modules are installed and updated correspondingly, module by 
module - the Base module always first - and then the optional modules - in any order. 

Note: The name of the only module of MCST on the site is already Base, but on the module list of 
the installation program MCPRDINST it is still (at the date of this manual) SOCK. Anyway, they 
are the same module, so that you will install SOCK with the mcst-base package. The name will be 
consistently Base in the near future.  

MCPRDINST requires that the software package (save file), which contains the module to install 
or update, exists in a local library, in this example in QGPL.  
 
Follow these intructions: 
 

1. Sign on (recommended) as QSECOFR, or at least as a user with *ALLOBJ and *SECADM 
authority. 
 
Note:  
As shown later, MCPRDINST will pre-check if your user profile has enough authority to: 
 

a. install or update objects in the given product/module library, and 
b. change object owner of the objects to MCPGMR, when needed. 

 
MCPRDINST will inform you before the actual installation or update phase about 
expected problems, so that you will have possibility to acquire more authority, i.e. 
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change the user profile or increase authority of the current user profile, before 
continuing the installation or update process.  
 

2. Enter the following command in order to get to the MC Products Main menu (if not yet there):  
 
MC  (or MCPRD) 
 
The following Manycom Products Main menu appears: 

 

 
 

Select the product (here MCST) with option 5=Installing in order to install or update the 
modules of the product.  
 
Press ENTER. 
 

3. The following display appears: 
 

 
 

Select the proper module in the ID column (here SOCK) with the option 1=Install for the 
first installation (no version level exists for the module), or with option 2=Update for updating 
an existing module (having a version level).  
 
Note: Do not change the name of the default Product Library. Others are not supported by 
Manycom. 
 
Press ENTER. 
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4. The following display appears: 
 

  
 
 
The given Product library where to install or update the package is shown again here.  
 
Product backup library is a library needed only in update mode. If the backup library exists, 
delete it first (if it is an old one so that you do not need it any more), and try again, or change 
the name, for instance so that it ends with BA2 (here MCSOCKBA2). 
 
In update mode the existing objects, which will be changed or deleted, are copied to this 
library for backup purposes to be used with the option 6=Restore (i.e. return to old version), if 
needed after an unsuccessful update.  
 
Product package in:  
 
If the software package is in a save file, MCPRDINST wants first to restore the save file to a 
work temporary library. Select the default option 1=Save file, and press ENTER. Proceed with 
the next option of this instruction. 
 
Otherwise, if the save file is on tape, select option 2=Tape, and follow the instructions of the 
subsequent screens. Note: Restore from CD-ROM to OS/400 or i5/OS disk is not supported in 
this version of MCPRDINST. 
 
Otherwise, if you have earlier already restored the objects to a work temporary library (e.g. for 
faster installation or update process), select the option 3=Library and press ENTER. Skip the 
next option, and go to the option 6.  
 
 
 

5. The following display appears:  
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Save file and In library: Enter the name and library of the save file (here MCSTBASE in library 
QGPL).  
 
Restore to tempor lib is a temporary work library needed during the installation, only. 
MCPRDINST warns you, if it exists. In this case, change the name for example to 
MCSOCKPK2, or delete the existing library first, and try again.  
 
Press ENTER.  
 
The bottom message line should show a message: Restoring product package from 
QGPL/MCSTBASE to MCSOCKPKG... 
 
After all objects are restored to the given work temporary library, MCPRDINST starts 
automatically authority check for the restored objects.  
 
Skip the next option, and continue with option 7.  
 

6. If you selected previously the option 3=Library, the following display appears: 
 

 
 
Enter the name of the previous work temporary library, which contains the previously restored 
objects, in the Already restored to lib field, and press ENTER.  
 
MCPRDINST starts automatically again authority check for the restored objects. 
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7. When running the authority check, MCPRDINST informs on the next display about the 
checked entries as follows:  

 

 
 

 
Authority checking aims at providing information beforehand about possible coming authority 
loss situation that would cause an exception situation during the further actual installation or 
update process.  
 
If you will have enough authority to execute the defined operation (Opcode add, replace, 
update, or delete) for the object and change the owner to MCPGMR, the object is marked on 
the display with the Status:  
 
S02 Authority check ok.  
 
If all objects passed the authority check, as is the case in the previous figure, the bottom line 
shows the situation with a message:  
 
All objects passed authority check. 
 
There is now three possible ways to continue:  
 
A. If you do not want to continue with the process, i.e. you just wanted to restore the package 
to the work temporary library for faster later installation or update, and/or wanted to pre-check 
that your user profile has enough authority to perform the actual installation or update, act as 
follows:  
 

• Press F3 in order to return to the List of products display for working with possible 
other packages. 
 

• You can later continue the ‘interrupted’ process by selecting first the module with the 
install or update option again, and by selecting then on the Product maintenance 
screen option 3=Library for the Product package in field. See the instructions 
described in the earlier option.  

 
B. If you are going to install or add (not update!) a new module now with this package: 
 
Press ENTER.  
 
Skip the next option, and continue with option 9.    
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C. If you are going to update an existing module now with this package, act as follows:  
 
Do not press ENTER=Continue – yet!  
 
Instead, proceed to the next option, and follow the instructions given there. 
 
Possible authority problems 
 
If you do not, for any reason, have enough authority to install, update or change the object 
owner, the object is marked with the corresponding status such as: 
 
xxxx Need *ALLOBJ or *SYSADM special authorities to change object.  
(Note: The *SYSADM means here that you need *SECADM authority) 
 
The bottom line tells now about the authority problem, for instance: 
 
Authority check failed for some objects, see HELP.  
 
In this case:  
 

• Press F1=Help for more information. 
• Press F10=View errors to see the problem objects. 
• If there are just a few problem objects, you could try to fix the problems (e.g. change 

the required authority of the objects). However, the recommended way is …  
• Return with F3 to the List of products display, and select 5=Product log for more 

information. 
• Acquire more authority (e.g. change the user profile), and run the same installation or 

update option again for the package. Notice, that you can now continue with a new 
authority check against the already restored library by selecting option 3=Library 
instead of the option 1=save file.       

 
8. If there was no authority problem, and you are updating the product, check that no user or 

application is currently allocating the objects of the existing module.  
 
No end user, including you in another session, should be currently or during the update in any 
menu or use the module in any other way.  
 
No application should call the APIs of the product currently or during the update.  
 
Notice also, that there must be no batch or system jobs, which use the objects of the module, 
running under the product subsystem, if existing for the product.  
 
The following MC products have their own subsystem: 
 

a. MCM uses the subsystem called MCSBS. 
b. MCDTS uses the subsystem, usually called DTS. 

 
In order to check the status of the MCM and MCDTS subsystems, run the following 
command, and check that the related subsystem (MCSBS, or DTS) is not on the 
displayed list of the active subsystems:  
 
WRKACTJOB 
 
If the subsystem is active, end it by selecting the proper option in the opertor’s menu of 
the product. 
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Example 
 
If you are updating the MCM Base module, you should enter the following commands in order 
to check that there is no end user or application currently using the module: 
 
WRKOBJLCK OBJ(MCLIB/FPARAM) OBJTYPE(*FILE)  
WRKOBJLCK OBJ(MCLIB/SVRALC) OBJTYPE(*FILE)  
WRKOBJLCK OBJ(MCLIB) OBJTYPE(*LIB) 
 
Before you can continue with the update, all commands must show the following status: 
 
There are no locks for the specified object. 
 
Note: It is important to get the process completed, i.e. all objects installed or updated correctly!  
 

9. Start to install or update the module.  
 
Press ENTER=Continue on the current authority check screen. 
 
The installation and update processes consist of the following two main phases: 
 

1. The objects are transferred from the work temporary library to the Product library. 
2. The owner of the objects is changed to MCPGMR. 
 
The same display stays and informs about how the process proceeds: 

 
 
Successfully installed or updated objects are marked with Status:  
 
S03 Installed successfully.  
 
If all objects were installed or updated successfully, the following message is shown on the 
bottom line of the screen: 
 
All files installed successfully. 
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In this case, press F12 in order to return to the List of products display. Go to the next option 
of this instruction.  
 
Possible installation or update problems  
 
1. If there is a problem with the transferring phase 1 of the object, i.e. with installation or 
update of an object, the object is marked with a Status such as:  
 
xxx  Unexpected exception. See the JOBLOG. 
 
When all objects have been processed, the bottom line of the screen shows the message 
such as:  
 
Install failed for some objects, see HELP. 
  
You can press F10 to see the list of the objects with problem. 
 
Typical reason for an unsuccessful update is that some objects were allocated, i.e. locked so 
that the update was not possible.  
 
In this case, proceed as follows: 
 

• Remove the reason that caused the problem. 
• Return with F12 to List of products screen. 
• Run the option 6=Restore (i.e. return to previous version). 
• Run the install or update option again for the module.  

 
2. If there is a problem with the object owner change of the object, the object is marked with a 
Status such as: 
 
W93 Owner change needs *ALLOBJ/*SYSADM auth…   
(Note: The *SYSADM means here that you need *SECADM authority) 
 
in this case, the bottom line and/or the joblog will finally show that problem(s) occurred in the 
phase 2. In this case, proceed as follows: 
 

• Return to the List of products display with F12. 
• Acquire enough authority (*ALLOBJ/*SEDADM). 
• Run the option 7=Change owner for the module.  

 
If the owner change is successful for all objects, the following bottom line message appears:  
 
Object owners were changed successfully. 
 
In this case, the module is not correctly installed or updated. Go on with the next option. 

 
10. When the module has been installed or updated successfully, select always, before installing 

or updating other modules, the same module next with option 9=Setup for finalizing the 
installation or update.  
 
This option, among other things, copies MC commands to the general-purpose library. If this 
phase is successful, the bottom line shows the message:  
 
Product/module xxx setup program finished successfully. 
 
Note: If you are not sure, if you ran the option 9=setup, you can run it again any time – just for 
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sure. 
  
Possible setup problems 
 
If the setup fails for any reason, check the joblog, remove the reason, and run the setup again.  
 

11. After running successfully the option 9=Setup for the module, the installation or update of the 
module is completed.  
 
The version level of the module can be seen now on the List of products display.    

12. Continue next with option 3 of this instruction in order to install or update more modules, when 
needed.  

13. Finally, end the MCPRDINST with option F3=Exit.  

14. After installing or updating all modules, you can start configuring the product by configuring the 
modules.  
 
Go to the Manycom products main menu with the command MC or MCPRD, and select the 
product (here MCST) with the option 4 administrating.  
 
Notice that, before being able to use the module, you need to enter, i.e. configure, at least the 
license code of the module.  
 
For more information about the configuration, see the appropriate configuration manual or 
administrator’s guide of the product or module.  
 
End of document. 
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